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Developing product lines is usually more ecient than developing single products because of the reuse of single components. Testing,
however, has to consider complete, integrated systems. To prevent testing
every product on system level, the whole product line should be analyzed
with the aim of selecting distinguishing product behavior and a minimum
of system products to test. In this paper, we present a model-based test
design approach for testing the selected behavior of products, but also
their deselected behavior. A major challenge of this approach is that
the deselected behavior of a product is often not part of its behavioral
model. Thus, we use the variability model to transform the behavioral
model so that showing the exclusion of the deselected behavior is also
covered by tests. We present the approach, a corresponding prototypical
implementation, and our experiences using a set of examples.
Abstract.

1 Introduction
Congurability is a key selling point of many systems. For instance, every possible variant of a German car is sold only once or twice on average. Correspondingly, it is infeasible to design every variant from scratch. Instead, system
components are reused to a maximum extent. The reuse and variability of system
components can be described in a variability model like, e.g., a feature model
with features linked to system components. Although this process leads to a
signicant gain in development eciency, system test eciency is not impacted,
because the whole integrated system has to be tested.
Quality assurance is one of the most important aspects in systems engineering. Low quality usually results in high costs for defect rectication. Testing is
an important quality assurance technique. In many cases, however, it is considered to be very expensive. Automated test execution helps in reducing test
execution time and costs. It faces, however, the issue of high costs for test design
adaptation. The automation of test design is a solution to such issues.
Existing approaches are focused on covering the selected behavior of a product, i.e., they check if everything that should be in the product is really implemented. In this paper, we focus on covering the deselected behavior by checking
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if everything that should not be in the product variant is really not implemented.
Common approaches cannot be used for this, because they are focused on cutting
away all deselected behavior for a variant, and thus the model for the variant
does not contain deselected behavior, anymore. To overcome this issue, we introduce model transformations that create new model elements describing the
non-existence of deselected behavior.
The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we present the preliminaries. Section 3 describes our approach. The implementation and experiments are
described in Section 4. Section 5 contains an analysis of the related work. In
Section 6, we conclude and discuss our approach including threats to validity.

2 Preliminaries
This section contains the preliminaries of this paper. It describes automated test
design, model-based product line (PL) engineering, and the combination of both.

2.1

Automated Test Design

Testing is a common approach to quality assurance. The idea is to systematically
compare the observed system behavior with the expected one. There are various
approaches and tools to automate the test execution. The biggest issue of this
approach are changes. A change of requirements or customer wishes results in
high eort for test design adaptation. In the worst case, test design adaptation
costs outweigh the costs saved by automated test execution. In order to solve
this issue, test design also needs to be automated. An often used approach for
this is model-based testing [5, 24]. We apply state machines of the Unied Modeling Language (UML) as the basis for automated test design [28]. UML state
machines are used to express state-based system behavior. There are several
corresponding test generators [9, 20, 27].

2.2

Model-Based Product-Line Engineering

A demand for high congurability at low costs drives engineering disciplines to
increase the number of product features while keeping systems engineering costs
at a reasonable level. Reusing system components helps in reducing engineering
costs. A PL is a set of related products that share a common core of assets
(commonalities), but can be distinguished (variabilities) [21]. Consequently, PL
engineering is a technique to fulll the wish for high congurability at low costs.
PL engineering can be supported by models like, e.g., feature models that
enable facilitating the explicit design of global system variation points [15]. As
a consequence, system variation points are not spread across one or multiple
domain models or code fragments anymore, but instead linked to one core of
variability description.
A feature model is a tree with root feature and linked feature children (see
Fig. 1). A parent feature can have the following relations to its child features:
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TicketMachine

Payment

Bills

Change

(a)
(b)

Mandatory
Optional

Fig. 1.

(a)
(c)

D

E

ReducedFare
(d)
(e)

Or
Alternative

F

G
(f)
(g)

H

Requires
Excludes

A feature model for the Ticket Machine example.

Mandatory : child feature is required, (b) Optional : child feature is optional,
Or : at least one of the child features must be selected, and (d) Alterna-

tive : exactly one of the child features must be selected. Furthermore, cross-tree
constraints between two features A and B are possible: (f ) A requires B: the
selection of A implies the selection of B, and (g) A excludes B: both features A
and B must not be selected for the same product.
As Czarnecki et al. presented in [11], feature models can be transformed
into propositional formulas dened over a set of Boolean variables, where each
variable corresponds to a feature. This allows for checking every combination of
features according to its validity, i.e., if it represents a valid variant of the feature
model. For instance, the boolean formula for the Ticket Machine in Figure 1 is:

F M = T M ∧ (¬Bills ∨ P ayment) ∧ (¬Change ∨ P ayment)
∧ (¬ReducedF are ∨ P ayment) ∧ (¬P ayment ∨ T M )
∧ (¬D ∨ T M ) ∧ (¬E ∨ T M ) ∧ (¬F ∨ T M )
∧ (¬G ∨ F ) ∧ (¬H ∨ F ) ∧ (¬E ∨ G)
∧ (¬T icketM achine ∨ P ayment) ∧ (¬T icketM achine ∨ F )
∧ (¬D ∨ E) ∧ ((G ∧ ¬H) ∨ (¬G ∧ H))
Any assignment that satises the formula is a valid conguration. The following
formula is a valid conguration for the feature model presented in Figure 1.

P ={T icketM achine, P ayment, ¬Bills, ¬Change,
¬ReducedF are, D, E, F, G, ¬H}
2.3

Automated Test Design for Product Lines

A feature model contains the system's variation points. Its elements, however, are
only symbols [10]. Semantics is provided by mapping features to artifacts with
semantics such as system models or source code. Such a mapping can be dened
using an mapping models that contains relations from features to artifacts with
semantics.
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Feature Model (excerpt)

Payment
Domain Engineering Level

Bills

ReducedFair

Change

Product Line
Model

Mapping: TRUE
coin [paid < costs] /
paid++;
credit o;
o.sum=costs;
out.send(o);

(ii) Product Line-Centered
Test Design

Product Line
Test Suite

bill [paid < costs] /
paid+=5;
credit o;
o.sum=costs;
out.send(o);

t5

t6

PMs
Product
PMs
Models

t7

Payment
t4

PMTs
Product-Specific
PMTs
Test Suites

(i) Product-Centered
Test Design

Application Engineering Level

150% UML State Machine (excerpt)

Excerpt of the product line
model for the TicketMachine.
Fig. 2.

Product-centered and product linecentered test design.
Fig. 3.

In our case, the system model is designed as a so called 150% model containing every element that is used in at least one potential product conguration
and, thus, describing all possible variants [13]. Hence our PL model comprises
a 150% system model that is a UML state machine, a feature model explicitly
expressing the PL's variation points, and a feature mapping model that connects
both. The current version of our work maps features to states and transitions.
Each mapping has a Boolean ag that indicates whether the mapped model el-

Mapping: TRUE )

ements are part of the product when the feature is selected (
or unselected (

Mapping: FALSE ).

In Figure 2, we depict an excerpt of the PL model for our Ticket Machine
example with feature model and UML state machine. In this excerpt, the system
waits for coins or bills to be inserted until the costs for the selected tickets are
covered. The dotted arrow maps the feature

Bills to the transition t6 in the state
Bills, then

machine: If the Ticket Machine's conguration includes the feature
the mapped transition

t6

must be present in the corresponding product. If the

feature is not selected, this transition is not part of the corresponding product
and hence leaving the customer's only payment option to be coins as denoted in
transition

t5 .

Based on this, we dened two approaches to automated test design for
PLs [16] as depicted in Figure 3: (i)

line-centered

product-centered

(PC) and (ii)

product

(PLC). The product-centered approach consists of selecting a rep-

resentative set of products (test models) and afterwards generating test cases
from each of these models. This approach is focused on satisfying a dened coverage on each test model, which also leads to an overlap of the resulting test
cases. In contrast, the PLC approach directly applys the PL model for designing
tests. The second approach is focused on the behavior dened at the PL level
and does not focus on covering single products. Instead, there is still variability
in the choice of the concrete products for which the test cases will be executed.
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3 Testing Boundaries of Products
A product is congured to include a subset of the specied behavior of a PL
model, the rest is excluded. Model-based testing (MBT) is focused on creating
test cases based on models. Typically, MBT designs tests for performig positive testing by means of checking the included behavior for conformance. The
information about parts being explicitly excluded, however, is valuable too. A
test designer can make use of this information by creating tests that actively try
to invoke excluded behavior. We think of this as an attempt of breaching the
boundaries of a product under test (PUT), where the boundary is predened
by the PUT's conguration. A boundary is overcome if an excluded behavior is
invoked and executed as specied in the PL model.

3.1

Boundary Transitions

Inside the PUT's boundaries is the PL's core and all included features declared
by the conguration. Outside its boundaries lie the excluded features. Figure 4
depicts an excerpt of a ticket machine product, in which the feature
deactivated. Here, the state

Payment

Bills

is

and the transitions t4 , t5 , t7 lie within the

boundaries of the product. Transition

t6

as shown in the excerpt of Figure 2 is

not part of this product. We overcome this boundary, if we make the product
process a bill in this state as dened in the PL model in Figure 2. More formally
speaking, we dene a product's boundary by

boundary transitions

over UML

bt, where S be the set of states
0
and t(s, s ) be a transition from

State Machines. We dene a boundary transition
and

T be the set
s to s0 as:

of transitions in a PL model

state

bt(s, s0 ) ∈ T |s, s0 ∈ S ∧ s ∈ productmodel
∧bt 6∈ productmodel
Hence, a boundary transition is not part of the particular product. We call a
product to have an

open boundary, if behavior from an excluded feature can be

invoked at some point of the PUT's execution.

coin [paid < costs] /
paid++;
credit o;
o.sum=costs;
out.send(o);

coin [paid < costs] /
paid++;
credit o;
o.sum=costs;
out.send(o);

t5

t5

Payment

t7

Payment

Product of Ticket Machine
Excerpt Without Feature Bills.

t7

t4

t4

Fig. 4.

bill [paid < costs] /
t20

Same Product with additional Complementary Transition.
Fig. 5.
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In general, it is possible to detect open boundaries by stimulating the PUT

with unexpected events in every state. This resembles sneak-path-analysis and
is costly [14]. Here, we propose a method to reduce test eort by stimulating the
PUT with unexpected events only if its active state has at least one boundary
transition. In particular, we stimulate the PUT with only those events that could
possibly trigger one of its boundary transitions.

3.2

Turning Open Boundaries into Test Goals

We chose transition-based coverage criteria for selecting test goals. Our approach
comprises introducing a transition for each boundary transition to which we refer to as

complementary transition. The intention of this is to create transitions

specifying that the PUT should stay in its current state and with events that
are not expected to trigger product behavior. Hence, for every boundary transition, we add a complementary transition with its source state as target and
source. For the presented ticket machine product without feature

Bills, Figure 5

shows the same excerpt of the product as in Figure 4, but with the additional
complementary transition t20 , which complements boundary transition t6 of this
product. The complementary transition must have no eect, since in the state
Payment no reaction is expected for any product that does not include feature

Bills.

However, we should not add a complementary transition, if there is an

explicitly specied behavior for processing the signal event when feature

Bills

is

excluded as in state Selection.
So far, we dened boundary transitions for a given product and outlined
how to add complementary transitions. For PLC test design we must raise these
concepts to the PL level, in order to set complementary transitions as test goals.
Particularly, we dene a transformation for adding complementary transitions to
the PL model whenever there is a boundary transition of any product available.
This enables PLC test design methods to consider complementary transition as
test goals during test design. Also, PC test design methods can benet from
this approach, since the complementary transitions persist during the derivation
process.
In Figure 6, we depict the desired outcome of the transformation: we added
a complementary transition

t20

to state

Payment

for transition

boundary transition for any product not including the feature

t6 ,

which is a

Bills. Hence, the

Bills with the mapping's ag set
false, denoting the transition is only to be included when the feature Bills is

complementary transition is mapped to feature
to

deselected. We present the pseudo code to achieve the result shown in Figure 6
in Algorithm 1. Let
and

•
•
•
•

T

SM (S, T )

be a state machine, where

the set of transitions. For each transition

t∈T

S

is the set of states

we dene:

source(t) as the source state of t,
target(t) as the target state of t,
triggers(t) as the triggers of t,
triggers ∗(t) as the triggers from all transitions leaving target(t), if triggers(t)
is empty, and triggers(t) otherwise. Since this is a recursive denition,
triggers ∗(t) must stop once all t ∈ T are traversed.
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Feature Model (excerpt)

Optional
Bills

ReducedFair

Change

Mapping: TRUE

Mapping: FALSE

coin [paid < costs] /
paid++;
credit o;
o.sum=costs;
out.send(o);
t5

bill [paid < costs] /
paid+=5;
credit o;
o.sum=costs;
out.send(o);

bill [paid < costs] /

t20

t6

t7

Payment
t4
150% UML State Machine (excerpt)

Fig. 6.

PL Model Example: Ticket Machine with Complementary Transition.

• features(e) as the set of feature selections mapped to an UML element
e ∈ SM . A feature selection states whether a feature must be selected or
deselected to include e.
• concurrentGuards(t) as a conjunction of guard conditions. The conditions
are collected from transitions that can be concurrently enabled with t.
First a set of transitions for storing complementary transitions during this procedure is initialized. Then for all transitions of the state machine the following
actions are performed: the algorithm checks in lines 47 if current transition

b is
b

a boundary transition for some product. This is achieved by checking whether

has dierent feature mapping selections than its source state. The selections from

b,

which are not shared by its source state are stored in

ence

is not empty,

b

dierence. When dier-

is a boundary transition and creation of a complementary

b.
c is added to C and is initialand triggers ∗(b) as triggers. The

transition begins. Otherwise, the for-loop continues with the next
From line 8 to 12, the complementary transition
ized with

source(b)

as target

and

source state,

complementary transition's guard is built from the original boundary transition's
guard and, to prevent non-deterministic behavior, conjoined with the negated
guard conditions of concurrently enabled transitions. Lastly in this if-block,

c

is

mapped to the negated dierence of feature selections unied with the selections
of

b's source state, so c is included in every product when b's source state is, but

b

is not. Line 14 concludes the procedure by adding the set of complementary

transitions

C

to the state machine's set of transitions

T.

The outcome of this procedure when applied to the ticket machine's PL
model is depicted in Figure 7. We denote the mappings from the feature model
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Algorithm 1 Adds Complementary Transitions to a Region

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:

procedure

C←∅

addComplementaryTransitions

b ∈ T doS
incoming ← features(s ∈ S|s = source(b))
difference ← features(b) − incoming
if difference 6= ∅ then
C ←C ∪c
source(c) ← source(b)
target(c) ← source(b)
guard(c) ← guard(b) ∧ ¬(concurrentGuards(b))
triggers(c) ← triggers ∗(b)
features(c) ← incoming ∧ ¬ difference
T ←T ∪C

for all

by feature formulas in the transition's guards analog to Featured Transition
System (FTS) introduced by Classen [8]. We use the following acronyms:

Bills, C

for

Change,

and

R

for

ReducedFare.

B

for

The complementary transitions

added by our transformation procedure are denoted by dotted arcs (transitions

t19 t22 ). Beginning from the initial state, we nd the rst state with at least one
boundary transition to be Selection. The boundary transition here is t3 , which
is enabled when the feature ReducedFare is part of a product. Hence, t19 is
added to the state machine for serving as an additional test goal to any product
not including ReducedFare. To achieve all-transition coverage, a test case must
include sending the signal event reducedTicket when the feature ReducedFare
is disabled while the state machine is supposed stay in state Selection. Analog
to this, transition

t20

is added for boundary transition

t6

In state TicketIssue are three boundary transitions
sition

t9

in state Payment.

t9 , t12 ,

and

t13 .

Tran-

has no trigger, hence its target state must be checked for outgoing

transitions with triggers. The transformation's check for further transitions in

t9 's

target state delivers

t9

to

t13 .

Since

t9

is currently under investigation it

will not be checked for triggers again. Transitions

t10

and

t11

are untriggered

and thus their target state must be evaluated for further triggers. Since their
target state is also TicketIssue, for which this check is currently performed,
there are no further checks at this point. For each of the triggered transitions t12
and

t13

one self-loop must be created. Each of them includes the copied trigger,

negated feature constrained for the currently investigated feature ReducedFare
and its guard constraint, the copied feature mapping (C ) from the transition at
the target state, and its negated guard constraint:


t12 : change ¬R ∧ tRed > 0 ∧ C

∧¬ tDay == 0 ∧ tShort == 0 ∧ tRed == 0 /

t13 : noChange ¬R ∧ tRed > 0 ∧ ¬C

∧¬ tDay == 0 ∧ tShort == 0 ∧ tRed == 0 /

Automated Test Design for Boundaries of Product Line Variants

coin [paid < costs] /
paid++;
credit o;
o.sum=costs;
out.send(o);
t5

change, noChange
[!R && tRed>0
bill [B && paid < costs] /
&& !(tDay==0
[tShort>0
[R &&
paid+=5;
&& tShort==0
tRed>0] / && tRed ==0] /
credit o;
&& tRed==0)] /
tRed-=1; tShort-=1;
o.sum=costs;
t21
t9
t10
out.send(o); bill [!B && paid < costs] /
t6
t20
TicketIssue
t7 [paid >= costs] / paid-=costs;

Payment

t8

cancel [] /
tShort=0;
tDay=0;
tRed=0;
t18

t0

reducedTicket [!R] /
t19

[paid ==0] /
costs=0;
success o;
out.send(o);

Selection
t1

t2

shortTicket [] /
tShort++;
costs+=2;
total o;
o.sum=costs;
out.send(o);

t3

dayTicket [] /
tDay++;
costs+=4;
total o;
o.sum=costs;
out.send(o);

reducedTicket [R] /
tRed++;
costs+=3;
total o;
o.sum=costs;
out.send(o);

[tDay>0
&& tShort==0
&& tRed==0] /
tDay-=1;
t11
t22 change [!C
&& tDay==0
&& tShort==0
&& tRed==0] /
t13

t23
t12 change [C && tDay==0
&& tShort==0 && tRed==0] / noChange [C && tDay==0
&& tShort==0
processChange o;
&& tRed==0] /
out.send(o);

cancel [paid<costs]
tShort=0;
tDay=0;
tRed=0;

t4 next [costs > 0]

9

Selection
t17
t14
[!B && paid > 0] /
paid--;
credit o;
o.sum=paid;
out.send(o);

t15

t16

[B && paid>0
&& paid<5] /
paid--;
credit o;
o.sum=paid;
out.send(o);

[B && paid >=5] /
paid-=5;
credit o;
o.sum=paid;
out.send(o);

noChange [!C && tDay==0 && tShort==0 && tRed==0] /
processChange o;
out.send(o);

PL Model Example: Ticket Machine Model with added Feature Formulas and
Complementary Transitions.
Fig. 7.

We combine both transitions to create t21 with both triggers and reduced guards,
where constraint

C

and

¬C cancel each other out. Unfortunately, t21 is unreachtRed > 0 never holds for any product that does not
t22 and t23 are added accordingly. Finally, no further

able, since the condition
include

t3 .

Transitions

boundary transitions exists and therefore the procedure ends here.

4 Examples and Evaluation
In this section, we present the evaluation of the product line's test suites, with
and without the presented model transformations. We assess all tests by means
of fault detection capability. First, we introduce the used approach of measuring
the fault detection capability of the test suite. Afterwards, we describe the used
examples, the test setup, and the results.

4.1

Mutation System for PLs

Mutation analysis (also mutation testing) [12] is a fault-based testing technique
with the intended purpose to assess the quality of tests by introducing faults
into a system and measuring the success rate of fault detection.
The process of mutation analysis inserts defects into software by creating
multiple versions of the original software, where each created version contains one
deviation. Afterwards, existing test cases are used to execute the faulty versions

mutants )

(

with the goal to distinguish the faulty ones (

to kill a mutant )

from

the original software. The ratio of killed mutants to generated mutants is called

10
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change, noChange
[tRed>0
&& !(tDay==0
&& tShort==0
&& tRed==0)] /
t21

coin [paid < costs] /
paid++;
credit o;
o.sum=costs;
out.send(o);
t5

bill [paid < costs] /
t20
t7 [paid >= costs] / paid-=costs;

Payment
t4 next [costs > 0]

cancel [] /
tShort=0;
tDay=0;
tRed=0;
t18

t0

Selection
t1
shortTicket [] /
tShort++;
costs+=2;
total o;
o.sum=costs;
out.send(o);

t2
dayTicket [] /
tDay++;
costs+=4;
total o;
o.sum=costs;
out.send(o);

t8

cancel [paid<costs]
tShort=0;
tDay=0;
tRed=0;

reducedTicket [] /
t19

[paid ==0] /
costs=0;
success o;
out.send(o);

[tDay>0
&& tShort==0
[tShort>0
&& tRed ==0] / && tRed==0] /
tDay-=1;
tShort-=1;
t10
t11
t22
change [tDay==0
&& tShort==0
TicketIssue
&& tRed==0] /
t13

Selection
t17
t14
[paid > 0] /
paid--;
credit o;
o.sum=paid;
out.send(o);

noChange [tDay==0 && tShort==0 && tRed==0] /
processChange o;
out.send(o);

Product Example: State Machine Model of a Ticket Machine without Bills,
Change, and ReducedFare.
Fig. 8.

mutation score. The main goal of the test designer is to maximize the mutation
score. A mutation score of 100% is seldom possible, because some deviations may
lead to an unchanged system behavior, i.e. semantically equivalent mutants.
We think that mutation systems for PLs need novel mutation operators and
mutation processes. The reason for this is the separation of concerns in modelbased PL engineering, where variability and domain engineering are split into
dierent phases and models. Hence of new modeling languages used in PL engineering, more

kinds of errors can be made on the model-level than in non-variable

systems engineering. In our case, new errors occur in feature mapping models.
Of course, the here dened operators are only useful, if system engineering was
facilitated by feature models and feature mappings with negative variability.
Otherwise, the here described errors are unlikely and hence not applicable.
Mutation processes for PLs dier from conventional mutation processes, since
a mutated PL model is not executable per se. Thus, testing cannot be performed
until a decision is made towards a set of products for testing. This decision
depends on the PL test suite itself, since each test is applicable to just a subset
of products. In Figure 9, we depict a mutation process for assessing PL test suites,
which addresses this issue. Independently from each other, we gain (a) a set of PL
model mutants by applying mutation operators to the PL model and identify (b)
a set of congurations describing the applicable products for testing. We apply
every conguration from (b) to every mutant in (a), which returns a new set
of product model mutants. Any mutant structurally equivalent to the original
product model is removed and does not participate in the scoring. The model
mutants are then derived to product mutants and nally, tests are executed.
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Apply Mutation Operators

PL Model

Backtrace Product Mutants to
Product Lines Specification Mutants

PL Model Mutants (a)
Apply Configurations

11

Derive Code

Product Model
Mutants

Product Mutants

Select Configurations for Testing

Test Suite

Configurations (b)

Fig. 9.

Execute Tests and
Calculate Mutation Score

PL Mutation Score

Mutation Process for PLs

Our mutation scores are based on the PL model mutants, hence we established
bidirectional traceability from any PL model mutant to all its associated product
mutants and back again. If a product mutant is killed by a test, we backtrack its
original PL model mutant and ag it as killed. The nal mutation score is then
calculated from the set of killed and the overall number of PL model mutants.
We provide the following mutation operators for the mapping model:

•

Delete Mapping (DMP): Deletes a mapping from the mapping model. This
enables all referenced elements that have no other mappings.

•

Delete Mapped Element (DME): Deletes an UML element from a mapping.
This enables all referenced elements that have no other mappings.

•

Insert Mapped Element (IME): Adds a new UML element to the mapping.
This element will only be available in products including the mapped feature.

•

Change Feature Value (CFV) : Flips the feature value of a mapping so that
the UML element is included when it has been excluded before and vice
versa.

•

Swap Feature (SWF) : Substitutes a feature from a mapping by another feature from the mapping model.

For our experiment, we perform mutation analysis with all of these operators.

4.2

Examples

We assessed the quality for three test suites, where each test suite belongs to
a dierent case study. These case studies represent three kinds of systems: an
e-commerce shop (eShop), which makes contains many signals, but only few
guards, the Ticket Machine (TM) that uses less signals and in contrast more
guards, and lastly, an alarm system (AS), which is oers most product variations.
In the eShop example, a customer can browse the catalog of items, or if
provided, use the search function. Once the customer puts items into the cart,
he can checkout and may choose from up to three dierent payment options,
depending on the eShop's conguration. The transactions are secured by either
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a standard or high security server. A constraint ensures that credit card payment
is only oered if the eShop also implements a high security server.
The TM example is adopted from Cichos et al. [7]. The functionality is as
follows: a customer may select tickets, pay for them, receive the tickets, and
collect change. The feature model has a root feature with three optional subfeatures attached to it. Depending on the selected features, the machine oers
reduced tickets, accepts not only coins but also bills, and/or will dispense change.
The AS example is adopted from Cichos et al. [6]. The alarm may be set
o manually or automatically by a vibration detector. Both features are part
of an or-group and, thus, at least one of the two features must be present in
every product. In the event of an alarm, a siren or a warning light will indicate
the security breach. When the vibration does not stop after a predened period
of time, the system optionally escalates the alarm by calling police authorities
and/or sending photos of evidence. Additionally to its alarming functionality, the
PL of the AS provides a feature for taking a photo of any operator that congures
the system for security measures. We adopted the AS model by removing manual
timers that were implemented as guard conditions.

4.3

Setup

We design two test suites for each example. For the rst test suite we use the
original models, for the second we apply our transformations rst and then run
the test design process. The design of each test suite is facilitated by model-based
testing techniques. In particular, we used a product line-centered test design
process as dened in [16], where tests are designed based on the PL model.
We apply transition coverage for test selection. A test generator then automatically designed the tests. From the tests, SPLTestbench selected products
for testing and derived them from the mutated PL models into product model
mutants. Since our examples lack implementations, we decided to generate code
from the product model mutants and run the tests on them.

4.4

Results

In Table 1, we show the test assessment results of test suites, that were designed
with the original models. In each row, we show the mutation results for all
examples in the form of killed mutants/all mutants. As supposed, mutations
with behavior that is not described by the test model (DME, DMP) are not
detected. For the other two mutation types which alter specied behavior (IME,
CFV), we receive mixed results in the range of 40% to 100%.

In contrast,

Table 2 depicts the assessment results for the test suites that were created from
our transformed models. Again in each row, we show the mutation results for all
examples in the form of killed mutants/all mutants. We observe increased scores
for every mutation operator on any of our examples.
In the last row of each table, we show the overall results for each example.
Furthermore, in the last column we present the accumulated scores of every
mutation operator over all examples.

Automated Test Design for Boundaries of Product Line Variants
Table 1.

Tests
Op.

Mutation Scores for Regular
TM

DMP
DME
IME
CFV
SWV

1/5
1/8
2/5
5/5
3/5

per Ex. 12/28

eShop
0/4
0/14
1/4
4/4
2/4

AS

p.Op.

0/8 1/17
0/21 1/43
2/8 5/17
6/8 15/17
3/8 8/17

7/30 11/53
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2. Mutation Scores for Tests
with Transformations
Table

Op.
DMP
DME
IME
CFV
SWV

TM
3/5
3/8
3/5
5/5
4/5

eShop
4/4
4/14
4/4
4/4
4/4

AS

p.Op.

5/8
8/21
2/8
7/8
4/8

12/17
15/43
9/17
16/17
12/17

per Ex. 18/28 20/30 26/53

5 Related Work
In recent years model-based testing (MBT) emerged as an ecient test design
paradim that yields a number of improvements compared to conventional test
design such as higher test coverage or earlier defect detection. There are several
surveys on the eectiveness of MBT in general [5, 25, 29] and MBT of software
product lines [18]. In contrast to this, we combine the application of model-based
software product line testing with a product line-specic sneak path analysis. To
our knowledge, this combination has not been covered before.
In earlier work [16], we present two approaches for product line test design
automation. However, the current paper is focused on testing whether unselected
features are actually excluded from the product variant. Our approach reuses the
concept of

Simulated Satisfaction

of coverage criteria by transforming the test

model instead of improving the applied test generation tools [26]. Hence, the
herein presented approach is independent of the test design method, as long as
it relies on models.
There are many studies on fault detection eectiveness of model-based test
generation using mutation analysis [1, 2, 19, 22, 23]. In order to further assess our
approach we extended our SPLTestBench by a mutation framework and dened
mutation operators for feature models, feature mappings, and the test model.
An early evaluation of the mutation scores suggests that our generated test
suites satisfying all-transitions coverage are capable of detecting many seeded
faults except unspecied behavior, so-called sneak paths [3]. In safety-critical
systems, an unintentional sneak path may have catastrophic consequences. Sneak
path testing aims at verifying the absence of sneak paths and at showing that the
software under test handles them in a correct way. Several studies showed that
sneak path testing improves the fault detection capabilities [4, 14, 17]. However,
the eort spent for sneak path testing is considerably high. Here, we present a
novel, more ecient approach for detecting unspecied behavior in product line
engineering: We dene boundary transitions that stimulate the product under
test with only those events that could possibly trigger a transition that would
invoke excluded behavior. To our knowledge, this approach has not been applied
in the context of software product line engineering before.
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6 Conclusions, Discussion & Future Work
Conclusions:

In this paper, we combined model-based test design for software

product lines with boundary transition analysis. We extended our previous work
on product-line centered model-based test design with model transformations
that increase the fault detection capabilities of the generated test suites.
We were able to signicantly increase the mutation score in each of our
three examples using the proposed model transformation and for each of the
proposed mutation operators. The scores increased for the eShop by 43%, for the
TicketMachine by 24% and for the AlarmSystem by 29%. As for the operators
the numbers increased by 63% for the DMP operator, by 33% for the DME
operator, by 24% for the IME operator, and by 6% for the CFV operator (which
were already very high), and for the SWV operator by 23%.

Discussions:

Our results support the recommendation of Binder [3] and the

conclusions drawn by Mouchawrab et al. [17] and Holt et al. [14]: Testing sneak
paths (in our case as boundaries of product line variants) is an essential component of state-based testing and drastically increases fault detection capabilities.
Furthermore the results indicate that sneak path testing is a necessary step in
state-based testing due to the same observations made by Holt et al. [14]: 1) The
proportion of sneak paths in the collected fault data was high (61,5 %), and 2)
the presence of sneak paths is undetectable by conformance testing.
We were able to increase the amount of killed mutants by a signicant amount
through our model transformations but were not able to kill all mutants. Especially the mutation score for the DME operator is still below 50% of killed
mutants. This is partly the result of unreachable behavior, e.g. in the case when
an UML element (e.g. a transition) that was mapped to a feature (and thus is
now permanently enabled) has preceding elements mapped to the same feature.
In that case the element is always enabled but only reachable if its preceding
elements are present, which is only true if its the feature is present. A fundamental question here is if this indicates an issue of the test design or an unrealistic
mutation operator, and further if the design of novel mutation operators was
necessary at all.
This leads to the consideration of the threats to validity. The rst point was
already mentioned: The introduced mutation operators are new and depend on
a model-based product line engineering. Further analysis with well-known mutation operators need to be done. This leads to the validity of our examples. We
are aware that the used examples are rather small. A big case study with realistic background would be necessary to underline the advantages of our approach
and also the assumed conditions like, e.g., the application of feature models.

Future Work:

In our future, we plan to apply our approach to a real case study.

We also want to review the dened mutation operators and compare the eects
when applying well-known mutation operators.
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